Digital Media Transcription

Speaker: Phil Van Diver, Professor of Digital Media

"Digital Media is all the media forms that are on a computer system. So, video and audio, we teach print and everything is sort of hinged around the Web distributing across a network."

Action: Students at computer work stations

Speaker: Kathy, Digital Media Student

"I was interested in learning Web design, and when I started this program, what happened was I found out that there was a lot more that was available."

Action: Student working with data on computer screen

Speaker: Ashley, Digital Media Student

"Going into digital media I really didn't know what I wanted to do, but after taking courses and experiencing different softwares, I learned the direction that I wanted to go in with it, and I ended up sticking with graphic design."

Action: Instructor and students looking at design element on computer screen

Speaker: Phil Van Diver

"I think something I see with my students a lot of times is they come in because they're creative and they know one thing that they've been exposed to and then they realize that there's all these other possibilities that go along with that hand in hand, and they can do all of these things, and that makes them that much more valuable."

Actions: Student and instructor at computer; students setting up video shoot in studio; student seated in front of cameras

"Students that succeed in this program typically are those who are creative; they have a passion for media; and they're self-motivated."
Speaker: Ashley

"You get to use a lot of your own individual thoughts and ideas, but then come together as a group and use them to create a better idea than maybe what you could have thought of on your own."

Image on screen: Ashley and female student working with images on computer

Speaker: Kathy

"The experience I've gotten here at Heartland has given me real world experience, and I'm ready to take that out into the workforce."

Images on screen: Students together and Heartland logo.